Introduction
Different topological data structures have been proposed for representing finite ͑or boundary͒ element meshes ͓1-8͔. Efficient access to adjacency information among the topological entities that compose the model is crucial to implement mesh generation algorithms ͓9,10͔ and to support dynamic, adaptive analyses ͓11-17͔. In fact, to be able to efficiently modify the mesh under the course of the simulation, one needs a data structure that provides computational efficiency for both querying adjacency topological relationships and applying remeshing operators. Moreover, due to the increasing size of the meshes currently being used ͓18͔, different works have proposed the use of reduced ͑or compact͒ mesh representations ͓3-8͔. By using reduced representation, one tends to minimize mesh storage space, which in turn allows handling of large models required for simulating complex behaviors ͑e.g., with finite elements or boundary elements͒. Despite being very effective in reducing the memory space needed to represent such large models, reduced representations face the challenge of ensuring the consistency of all information attached to implicit entities, especially when the mesh undergoes modifications.
A reduced topological representation can be achieved by: ͑i͒ implicitly representing adjacency relationships, and/or ͑ii͒ implicitly representing topological entities. In either case, all implicit information has to be efficiently retrieved, as required, "on-thefly." From the application point of view, there should be no difference in the way explicit or implicit information is handled. For instance, an implicit adjacency relationship can be retrieved based on others explicitly stored; however, the client application should have access to any relationship without being aware of the difference in the internal representation. If a performance penalty for retrieving implicit relationships exists ͑and it is usually the case͒, this penalty should be kept under reasonable limits-the time for retrieving any topological relationship should be proportional to the number of retrieved entities. Similarly, if topological entities are implicitly represented, an application should be allowed to freely list, access, attach properties to, and hold references to them. In an adaptive analysis, for instance, the underlying data structure has to ensure that all such attached information remains valid even if the mesh is modified. This is not a simple task: implicit entities are commonly described by references to explicit ones, and modifying the mesh may change the way implicit entities ͑which are not directly modified͒ are represented ͑e.g., the referenced explicit entities may no longer exist͒. This paper addresses the problem of managing reduced representations. Based on a novel and complete topological mesh data structure that explicitly represents only nodes and elements ͓8͔, we propose a new and effective strategy to handle implicit entities ͑such as edges and facets͒. Our strategy allows, from the application point of view, explicit and implicit entities to be interchangeably handled in a uniform and transparent way. The validity of the proposed approach is demonstrated by running a set of computational experiments on different models subjected to dynamic remeshing operations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes previous work on topological data structures for mesh representation. Section 3 discusses important issues related to managing implicit entities. Section 4 briefly reviews the original reduced data structure of Ref. ͓8͔ and introduces a compact indexbased representation for supporting large models. Section 5 pre-sents the strategy to support dynamic remeshing. Finally, Sec. 6 presents an analysis of the proposed approach to manage reduced representation and, in Sec. 7, some concluding remarks are drawn.
Related Work
The use of topological data structures for representing and modeling solids was significantly advanced by Baumgart's ͓19͔ winged-edge data structure for representing manifold polyhedron surfaces. Since then, several different data structures have been presented for both manifold ͓20,22͔ and non-manifold ͓21,23-25͔ boundary representations or B-reps. They ͑B-reps͒ are appropriate for representing geometric models, which, in general, are described by means of generalized polyhedron meshes, handling nonplanar edges and faces ͓22͔. Attempts to use such sophisticated data structures for representing finite element meshes resulted in highly integrated frameworks ͑from geometry modeling to mesh generation͒ ͓1,2͔; however, such topological data structures impose a prohibitive cost in storage space for representing large meshes.
The constraints imposed by domain-based methods, e.g., finite element method, on the domain discretization call for the use of "lighter" topological data structures for mesh representation. Lightweight data structures are also essential for computer graphics where several approaches have taken advantage of the fixed topology of cells in both two-dimensional ͑2D͒ and threedimensional ͑3D͒ simplicial meshes ͑triangular meshes, for 2D; and tetrahedral meshes, for 3D͒. Several proposals for representing such simplicial meshes make use of the fixed topology of each cell ͑triangle or tetrahedron͒, thus achieving highly reduced representations ͓26-29͔ while being able to retrieve all important topological adjacency relationships. Important works in this field include the development of topological data structures for multiresolution representation ͓30-33͔, progressive transmission ͓34͔, and mesh compression ͓35͔. In these data structures, only vertices and cells ͑triangles or tetrahedra͒ are usually explicitly represented, which is quite appropriate for computer graphics applications where only these entities need to be processed ͑e.g., visualization applications only need access to the list of triangles or tetrahedra͒.
The representation of finite or boundary element meshes ͓36͔ may take inspiration from the data structures used for representing simplicial meshes. Two main differences should be considered. First, a general mesh representation has to support element types other than triangular or tetrahedral ͑e.g., quadrilateral, hexahedral, pyramidal, and higher-order elements͒, including mixed models. This problem can be easily overcome with the use of element templates: each type of finite ͑or boundary͒ element presents a fixed and known local topology that can be coded in templates ͓3,5,6,8͔. The second, and more challenging, difference is related to the need of accessing topological entities other than nodes and elements. For instance, in finite element applications we need to define the relationship of the mesh against the geometric domain, an association called mesh classification ͓3͔. Topological entities such as edges and faces have to store classification information, and such information has to be maintained through all meshrelated algorithms, including mesh generation and enrichment procedures ͓5,6͔.
Different representations have been proposed for managing finite element meshes, defining the model by means of a set of topological entities that includes, for 3D models, region, face, edge, and vertex ͓3-7͔. In order to achieve reduced representations, the authors have opted for explicitly storing only a few sets of topological adjacencies, and not for explicitly storing faces and/or edges ͓3,4͔. More recently, a different approach has been taken with the development of dynamic mesh representations that extract from a database an appropriate representation for specific needs whenever necessary ͓5-7͔.
In our previous work ͓8͔, we have opted for using a different set of topological entities to be able to interchangeably work with both 3D and 2D models: element, node, facet, edge, and vertex. Only elements and nodes are explicitly represented in our compact adjacency-based topological data structure. We also have introduced the use of oriented entities ͓21͔ for finite element meshes, which, as we shall demonstrate, greatly simplifies the management of implicit entities.
Issues With Implicit Entities
Beall and Shephard ͓3͔ have pointed out issues regarding reduced representation that turn the use of implicit entities cumbersome. The main problem arises when applying a remeshing operator, as implicit entities, which are not directly modified, may have their representations changed. This happens because the representations of implicit entities have to be anchored to explicit ones, i.e., their representations are based on references to explicit entities. Therefore, the representations of implicit entities are indirectly modified whenever the anchoring explicit entities are modified.
The first question is then which representation to use for retrieving implicit entities. Each implicit entity has to be represented in a consistent and unambiguous way, ensuring uniqueness in equality tests. Previous works ͓3-6͔ have opted for associating a unique identification number ͑ID͒ for each vertex ͑node͒ and for representing implicit edges and faces based on the IDs of their bounding vertices. Thus, each edge is represented by the IDs of its two bounding vertices, and each face is, directly or indirectly, represented by the IDs of its cyclic set of bounding vertices. Two entities are then considered equal if they are represented by the same set of IDs. In order to improve the performance of comparison operators, the IDs are stored in an ordered manner. The first ID is chosen as the lowest numeric ID in the set and, for faces, the second ID is chosen as the lowest numeric ID adjacent to the first one. However, by describing an entity using an ordered set of IDs, one is implicitly defining an orientation for such an entity, which imposes additional challenges when the mesh undergoes modifications. Thus, we do not adopt such approach in our present work.
Beall and Shephard ͓3͔ have illustrated the side effects of remeshing operators over implicit entities by applying an edge collapse operator to a 2D model, as shown in Fig. 1 . Considering that edges and faces are implicitly represented as described above, two main problems arise: ͑i͒ implicit, not directly modified, entities have their representation changed; and ͑ii͒ implicit entities have their orientation changed. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the edge ͕2,6͖ is collapsed, with vertex 6 replacing vertex 2. Before applying the operator, the edge e is represented by ͕2,4͖, and the face f is represented by ͕1,2,4͖ ͑Fig. 1͑a͒͒. After the operator takes effect, the representation of edge e is changed to eЈ ͕4,6͖, and of face f to fЈ ͕1,4,6͖, thus also changing their orientations. In the development of the mesh-oriented database ͑MOAB͒ ͓7͔, the authors have opted for using opaque handles to represent entities. They have used a 4-byte word as a handle, using 4 bits to code the entity's type and 28 bits to code the entity's ID. By using handle instead of pointers to objects, one can freely ͑and dynamically͒ change object representations without affecting client applications. The MOAB's authors have mentioned that entities can have explicit or implicit representation. Recently, Tautges ͓37͔ has described how semi-structured hexahedral meshes can be integrated in the MOAB system using a very compact implicit representation. However, for the general ͑unstructured͒ case, it is not clear how implicit entities are managed and how IDs are assigned to such implicit entities.
In order to keep the model consistent, any information stored in entities that are not directly modified should remain valid. Besides, if the client application holds a reference to such entities, it should be able to use that reference in future queries or operations on the model. The underlying data structure has to ensure, in a transparent way, that all references to implicit entities, which are not directly modified, remain valid. To our knowledge, such a framework has not been investigated in the literature. This paper presents a new and effective manner to handle implicit entities, in a way that the client application can freely manipulate entities, either explicitly or implicitly represented.
Reduced Topological Mesh Representation
In our previous work ͓8͔, we have introduced a new reduced topological data structure for representing finite or boundary element meshes. The proposed data structure was designed to support, under the same framework, both 3D and 2D models, with manifold domains ͓20͔. More precisely, the external boundary of a 3D mesh must have 2-manifold topology; therefore, each edge on the boundary is shared by exactly two boundary faces. Accordingly, for 2D models, the external boundary must have 1-manifold topology, with each vertex on the boundary having exactly two boundary edges connected to it.
The data structure provides support for any type of element defined by templates of ordered nodes, which include all Lagrangian-type elements ͑T3, T6, Q4, Q8, Tetra4, Tetra10, Hexa8, etc.͒; however, one cannot mix 3D and 2D elements in a single model at this stage. The mesh representation is complete, in the sense that all adjacency relationships among the defined topological entities can be retrieved in time proportional to the number of retrieved neighbor entities ͓8͔.
Topological Entities.
This data structure defines five topological entities: element, node, facet, edge, and vertex. The same set of topological entities is used to represent both 3D and 2D models. Element represents a finite ͑or boundary͒ element of any type or order. Node represents a mesh node, including corner and midside nodes. Facet is defined as the interface between two elements. Accordingly, for 3D models, a facet corresponds to an entity of dimension two; while, for 2D models, it corresponds to an entity of dimension one. Edge defines the boundary of facets. Finally, vertex defines the boundary of edges, thus being associated to a corner node ͑there are no vertices associated to midside nodes͒.
Although redundant for 2D models, where each facet corresponds to one edge and vice-versa, the use of this set of topological entities has brought important benefits for the design and implementation of the data structure. It has allowed the conception of a unified framework for 3D and 2D models: the same algorithm ͑i.e., same code͒ can be applied to any model, despite its dimension. As an example, this set of entities allows adopting the same procedure to insert cohesive elements along bulk element interfaces for both 3D and 2D fragmentation simulation models, based on topological classification of fractured facets ͓8͔. The redundancy, referred above, does not impose any additional memory cost because, as we shall discuss, the entities are implicitly represented.
De Floriani and Hui ͓29͔ have demonstrated that encoding only vertices and the top simplexes of simplicial complex is advantageous to achieve reduced, and complete, representations. In the context of mesh representation, we have opted for encoding only nodes and elements, despite the model dimension. Accordingly, in the data structure, only elements and nodes are explicitly represented. Each element stores its node incidence and the set of adjacent elements, 1 one for each element facet. If the element has facets on the mesh boundary, it is represented by storing a corresponding null adjacency reference. Each node, besides its geometric position, stores a reference to one of its incident elements. Based on the adjacency information stored at the elements, we are able to retrieve all adjacent elements to a node, provided that the mesh domain is manifold. The other three topological entities, facet, edge, and vertex, are implicitly represented. Different from previous proposals ͓3-6͔, these three entities have no associated orientation-they are treated as nonoriented entities.
The data structure also introduces three oriented entities, namely facet-use, edge-use, and vertex-use, which represent the use of facet, edge, and vertex by an element, respectively. The introduction of these oriented entities for mesh representation makes it possible to distinguish a nonoriented entity ͑e.g., a facet͒ from the oriented use of that entity by an element ͑e.g., a facetuse͒, which simplified the design, implementation, and use of the data structure ͑see Ref. ͓8͔ for a detailed discussion͒. Each finite element in isolation is composed by a set of facets, edges, and vertices. These local entities are labeled with local identification numbers ͑local IDs͒. The topology of each element is known in advance and depends only on the element's type ͑e.g., T3, T6, Tetra4, Tetra10͒. Consequently, for each type of element, we define its element template ͓3͔. Based on an element template, we can extract all adjacency relationships relating the local entities of such element type. The local facets, edges, and vertices of an element in isolation correspond, respectively, to the use of facets, edges, and vertices of the mesh by that element. Therefore, the element template provides access to adjacency relationships relating entity-uses within an element. The orientation of such entities is implicitly defined by the element template. The diagram presented in Fig. 2 shows the five defined topological entities together with their topological attributes, which allow the access of adjacency relationships.
An "internal facet" has two associated uses, corresponding to the two interfacing elements, while an "external facet" has only one associated use, since it represents a boundary facet. For 2D models, each facet is mapped to a unique edge and each vertex has a cyclically ordered set of associated uses. For 3D models, each edge has a radially ordered set of associated uses and each vertex has an unordered set of associated uses. Facet, edge, vertex, and their associated uses are implicitly represented and retrieved, when required, "on-the-fly." One important point of the data structure is that facet, edge, and vertex are treated as nonoriented entities. The absence of an implicitly defined orientation for these entities greatly simplifies their management, since one does not have to keep track of orientation changes when the mesh undergoes modifications. Moreover, the orientations associated to facetuses, edge-uses, and vertex-uses do not change due to a mesh modification operation. If an element is removed from the model, all its associated uses are also removed. Conversely, as long as the element using a referenced entity exists, the associated uses will also exist, without having their orientation changed. The incidence of an existent element may change, but its template, which defines the orientations of the entity-uses, is fixed.
In order to easily handle these implicit entities, the data structure uses concrete types for their representation, thus being treated as ordinary values, similar to any other built-in type of programming languages ͓38͔. By using concrete types, we can avoid the need of dynamic allocation while manipulating implicit entities, facilitating the management of entity uniqueness and lifetime. Each facet-use, edge-use, or vertex-use is represented by a reference to the associated element ͑the one that uses it͒ and a local ID, indicating its position in the element template. Each facet, edge, or vertex is simply represented by one of its uses. In order to ensure uniqueness, only one use is elected to be the representative use of the corresponding entity ͑facet, edge, or vertex͒. In other words, each facet, edge, or vertex is anchored to one element, and the use associated to the anchoring element is used to define the entity. To identify implicit entities and to ease their enumeration, within each element, we also store bit flags ͑the anchors͒ that indicate which facets, edges, and vertices are being anchored by the element. Thus, given an element, we can easily extract the representations of the implicit entities that are anchored to it. For consistency purposes, the data structure ensures that the anchoring element of a vertex is the one pointed to by the corresponding node. Also, for nonlinear edges, the anchoring element of an edge is the one pointed to by the corresponding midside node͑s͒. Thus, given a node, we have direct access to the corresponding vertex ͑for a corner node͒ or edge ͑for a midside node͒.
One can argue that the anchor implicitly defines an orientation for the implicit entities ͑inheriting the orientation of the anchoring use͒. However, no operation on the data structure relies on this ͑implicit͒ orientation-the entities are treated as nonoriented. As a consequence, if this ͑implicit͒ orientation changes, no special care is taken. Therefore, if the application needs to attach an oriented attribute to a nonoriented entity, the attribute orientation has to be explicitly stored, together with the attribute itself. An alternative would be to attach the attribute to a corresponding use, which is an oriented entity. This latter option is usually the best choice ͑note that the orientation of an entity-use never changes͒.
Index-Based Representation.
In our original implementation ͓8͔, we had opted for storing the nodes and elements of a model using doubly linked lists, which facilitates the implementation of insertion and removal operations. Now, aiming at the representation of very large models, we have decided to use an array-based approach, which brings some useful benefits:
• The model as a whole needs much less memory to be represented due to the avoidance of memory fragmentation • An extension to deal with out-of-core representation is greatly simplified • By using array indices ͑IDs͒ instead of pointers, we can represent both explicit and implicit entities in a uniform way
The nodes of the model are stored in an array. Thus, each node is represented by its numeric ID, which corresponds to its position in the node array. Elements of the same type are also stored in arrays ͑there is one array for each type of element present in the model͒. The data structure manages the need for reallocation of such arrays, thus implementing dynamic arrays. A type ID is assigned to each type of element ͑T3, T6, etc.; or Tetra4, Tetra10, etc.͒. This type ID assignment can be done statically or dynamically. When using the dynamic approach, the client application registers the types of elements in use. The data structure uses this type ID to access the element template and the corresponding array of elements. For representing each element, we have used an approach similar to the one used to define the handling of entities in the MOAB system ͓7͔: an element is defined by a 4-byte word, 4 bits being used to encode the element type ID and 24 bits to encode the element ID ͑its position in the corresponding array͒. In this way, the data structure is able to handle 16 different types of elements within a single model and 16 million elements of a given type. The remaining 4 bits of the word are used to code implicit entities. As mentioned above, each implicit entity is represented by one of its uses, and each use is represented by its associated element and a local ID. Thus, each facet, edge, and vertex is represented by the anchoring element and a local ID. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the local ID is encoded in the remaining 4 bits. As a result, all topological entities are represented in a uniform way using a single word. If one needs to extend the limits ͑16 different types of elements in a model or 16 million elements of a given type͒ for supporting larger meshes, this can be done by using words of 64 bits.
Differently from the MOAB system ͓7͔, we have opted for not treating entities as opaque objects. For each topological entity we define a different ͑concrete͒ class, all of them having the 4-byte word as the unique aggregate datum. By using different classes for different entities, we are able to use the compiler's type checking and to extend the entity representation without affecting the client application, what may be needed in a future version.
Handling Implicit Entities.
From the client application point of view, there should be no difference in the way explicit and implicit entities are handled. The application has to be able to access, enumerate, hold reference to, and attach properties to implicit entities in the same way as it does with explicit ones. In the proposed data structure, implicit entities can be accessed as a result of an adjacency querying operation or via entity enumeration. For enumerating all facets, edges, or vertices without duplication, we traverse all elements and, for each element, we collect all facets, edges, or vertices which are anchored to the current From an element, we have access to its node incidence, to its adjacent elements, and to the anchored facets, edges, and vertices; from a node, we have access to one of its incident elements; from a facetuse, edge-use, and vertex-use, we have access to the anchoring element; finally, from a facet, edge, and vertex, we have access to the corresponding entity-use associated to the anchoring element. Besides these direct topological accesses, the data structure makes use of element templates to extract topological relationships among the entity-uses associated to each element. element. Thus we are able to traverse all implicit entities in time proportional to the number of elements ͓8͔. Once the application has access to an implicit entity, it can store its value for future use-the data structure ensures its validity and uniqueness. It is important to note that each time an implicit entity is accessed, its corresponding value ͑concrete type͒ is returned. Thus, enumerating all entities is an operation that does not impose any memory allocation or entity creation. Conceptually, the entities, although not explicitly stored, always exist. When required, its representation ͑a numeric ID͒ is returned. Another important issue is how to associate data with topological entities. It is straightforward to provide the client the ability to associate data with explicitly represented entities. It suffices to add a generic pointer ͑void * ͒ to each internal entity representation and give the client access to such pointer. As the entities are stored in arrays and identified by numeric IDs, another valid strategy is to allocate all client data in an array parallel to the one used to store the entities, thus reducing memory fragmentation. In order to further reduce the required storage space, one can use a hash table instead of an array. The use of a hash table imposes a performance penalty to access the data, but it brings a significant gain in memory use because the storage space is proportional to the amount of associated data stored, not to the number of entities. For instance, in an application that needs to classify the nodes against the model's geometry, the use of hash drastically reduces the amount of memory space used, because only the boundary nodes need to have associated data. In our data structure, as implicitly represented entities are also identified by numeric IDs ͑the 4-byte words͒, the use of a hash table to store the associated data is the natural choice. In fact, we have opted for storing associated data in hash tables, treating both explicit and implicit entities in the same and uniform manner ͑we need a different hash table for each type of topological entity because different entities may have the same numeric ID; for instance, a facet may have the same ID as an edge͒.
Dynamic Remeshing Support
The major challenge of handling implicit entities is to maintain the consistency of the data structure when the mesh undergoes modifications. In order to support adaptive analysis, the data structure has to provide a set of topological operators, allowing the client application to request dynamic remeshing. Such operators modify the mesh locally, inserting, changing, and/or removing topological entities. For consistency, entities, which are not directly modified, could not have their representation changed; however, as implicit entities are anchored to explicit entities, modifying such anchoring explicit entities inevitably modifies the representation of the anchored implicit entities. The underlying data structure has to transparently, from the client application point of view, handle such representation changes. The client has to be able to hold a reference to an implicit entity in order to use it in a future operation, even if the entity's representation changes due to a mesh operation. Moreover, all data associated to implicit entities have to be preserved if the entities are not directly modified.
Mesh Operators.
Several local operators have been used for mesh modification, including mesh simplification and mesh refinement. The most popular operators are the ones based on edges, such as edge collapse, and its inverse operator, vertex split ͓16,39͔. The advantage of edge-based operators is that they are simple and may be applied to both 3D and 2D simplicial meshes ͑tetrahedral and triangular meshes͒. Other local operators, widely used to achieve multi-resolution schemes for 3D visualization, include element collapse, vertex removal, and polygon merging ͓39͔. Such operators can also be applied to modify finite or boundary element meshes. Regardless of the operator used, the final mesh configuration should be valid; indeed, as the final configuration is known a priori, it can be validated before the operator is effectively applied ͓16͔. After mesh modification, adaptive analysis usually requires an optimization process to improve the mesh quality according to a predefined metric. This is usually carried out by applying vertex displacement and, for 2D triangular meshes, by performing edge swaps ͓40͔. Except for the vertex displacement, all others are topological operators, in the sense that they impose topological changes to the model by inserting/ changing/removing topological entities.
In order to demonstrate the way implicit entities can be handled, instead of implementing a large set of specific topological operators, we have opted for working with four basic operators, which can be applied to any type of model • Node insertion: inserts a new isolated node in the model • Node removal: removes an isolated node from the model • Element insertion: inserts a new element in the model, given its node incidence • Element removal: removes an element from the model Other topological operators can be built on top of these four operators. An edge collapse, for instance, can be achieved by removing all elements incident to one of the edge vertices, removing the associated node, and then reinserting the elements that were not adjacent to the collapsing edge. Figure 4 illustrates this operation. However, it is easy to see that specific operators could be implemented more efficiently. Our goal here is just to discuss a strategy to maintain the consistency of implicit entities.
Nonmanifold Configurations.
The data structure, as described so far, is capable of representing models with manifold boundary. However, during the course of a topological operation, the model can assume nonmanifold boundary configurations. Although the manifold configuration is restored by the end of the operation, the data structure has to be able to represent transient nonmanifold configurations. Figure 5 illustrates a nonmanifold configuration as a result of removing an element from the model. Similar configurations also arise if we construct the model from scratch, inserting each element at a time. Transactions of the ASME For a model composed by a set of elements, only two nonmanifold configurations may arise: two nonadjacent elements in 3D sharing a same edge, and two non-adjacent elements, either in 3D or in 2D, sharing a same vertex. The former configuration represents a singularity at a non-manifold edge and the latter a singularity at a non-manifold vertex ͓29͔, as illustrated in Fig. 6 .
In order to cope with such transient nonmanifold configurations, we have extended the original data structure. For each node, instead of keeping a unique reference to an incident element, we keep a list of references, each one to an incident element of each connected component adjacent to the node. This way, we are able to extract all elements incident to a given node. It is important to note, however, that the data structure is not complete for such non-manifold configurations, in the sense that it is not possible to retrieve all adjacency relationships as described in our previous work ͓8͔. For instance, the radially ordered group of elements around a 3D edge with linear elements cannot be retrieved based uniquely on the topological information stored in the data structure. The goal here is to handle transient nonmanifold configurations to be able to restore the complete topological data structure when the manifold configuration is restored. For this purpose, it suffices to retrieve all incident elements of a given node: for each node in the list, we visit all adjacent elements of the corresponding connected component.
Note that the existence of different edges or facets with the same set of bounding nodes does not necessarily imply in nonmanifold configurations. Figure 7 illustrates a 2D mesh with two different configurations. On the left ͑Fig. 7͑a͒͒, two distinguish edges share the same end nodes in a manifold configuration-it is topologically equivalent to a plate with a central hole. On the right ͑Fig. 7͑b͒͒, one of the shared nodes is on the boundary of the model, thus giving rise to a singularity at a nonmanifold vertex. Because the proposed data structure does not use the bounding nodes to represent implicit entities, the existence of different edges and/or facets sharing the same set of nodes in a manifold configuration is naturally supported. In fact, the occurrence of such manifold configurations is quite common in fragmentation simulations ͓8͔, and not supporting them would be a major shortcoming of the data structure.
Implicit Entity Lifetime.
The proposed data structure has been designed for representing models described by a set of nodes and elements. We assume the absence of wire edges or dangling faces in the model, which is needed because an implicit entity can only appear as the boundary of an element. This decision should not impose any restriction to the support of adaptive analysis. In fact, the topological operators, which are usually used for mesh simplification and refinement, result in a valid model under this assumption. We then define the lifetime of implicit entities ͑facet, edge, and vertex͒ in the following way: an implicit entity exists as long as at least one of its uses exists, i.e., the entity exists if and only if it has an incident element. Therefore, an isolated node does not define a vertex ͑in fact, a vertex has been defined by a corner node, so it presumes the existence of an element͒. Accordingly, if all incident elements to a given vertex are deleted, the vertex is assumed to be deleted as well, and similarly for edges and facets.
As a consequence, applying a mesh operator can lead to undesired side effects. Consider the 2D example illustrated in Fig. 4 . If, for instance, the facet bounded by the nodes 3 and 5 was on the boundary of the model, removing the elements incident to node 2 would also remove the facet. When the new elements are inserted, a new facet would be defined, but, if the original one had an attribute attached to it, the attribute would be lost.
In order to overcome this limitation, we allow an implicit entity to be locked. A locked entity is never removed. With this mechanism, we can preserve the boundary facet mentioned above. We lock the facet before removing the elements, unlocking it at the end of the operation ͑after inserting the new elements͒. A more interesting approach consist of allowing the data structure to automatically lock/unlock implicit entities. The automatic locking mechanism preserves all implicit entities with attached attributes, by locking them before removing their last adjacent elements and releasing the lock as soon as new adjacent elements are inserted. In the proposed data structure, the client application can opt for explicitly locking the entities or enabling the automatic mechanism.
The locking is implemented by creating the concept of virtual elements. The last element adjacent to a locked entity is not removed from the data structure, but just unlinked from the model. In other words, it becomes a virtual element that is not part of the model, but is internally stored only to anchor locked entities. If the entity is explicitly unlocked, the corresponding anchor in the virtual element is released, and the element is removed from the data structure if there is no other entity anchored to it. The anchor in a virtual element is automatically released if any other element adjacent to the locked entity is inserted in the model.
It is important to note that this is not a formal instrument to represent dangling edges and facets or isolated vertex, but a mechanism to preserve the boundary of an element during a mesh modification. It is also important to observe that, for the particular example illustrated in Fig. 4 , the implementation of a specific edge collapse operator for simplicial meshes would completely eliminate the problem, because the adjacent element would never be removed; only its incidence would be updated. As mentioned above, the purpose of not using such specialized operator is to illustrate how to manage the lifetime of implicit entities in the general case.
Implicit Entity Management.
Our goal is to allow the client application to reference implicit entities in the same way as it does with explicit ones. Therefore, the client can use any reference to an implicit entity as long as it exists. Accordingly, it is considered an invalid operation to access an entity that has already been deleted from the model ͑as it is invalid to access a deleted explicit entity͒. The challenge lies in the fact that an implicit entity, although yet alive, can have its representation changed due to a mesh modification. For instance, if the anchoring element of a facet, an edge, or a vertex is removed from the model, the anchored entity has its representation changed: it is then anchored to another incident element. However, the data structure has to ensure that the old representation also remains valid as long as the entity exists, because the client application can be holding a reference to the entity using this old representation.
In order to accomplish such a task, we propose a strategy that keeps track of all representation changes. Whenever an entity representation is changed, the data structure stores a mapping from the old to the new representation. Moreover, all data associated to the old representation are transferred to the new one. If the client accesses the data structure using the old representation, this representation is internally mapped to the corresponding new one, which is then used to effectively access the data. The mapping is implemented with the use of a hash table, the mapping table. This strategy imposes a performance penalty that corresponds to accessing the mapping table whenever an implicit entity is passed as a parameter to an operation. However, as in this table both keys and values are implicit entities, which are identified by single words ͑as previously described͒, the mapping access can be done very efficiently. The data structure maintains the mapping as long as the corresponding entity exists. If the entity is deleted ͑for instance, by deleting all incident elements͒, the mapping has no longer to be maintained. In order to be able to remove the mapping, we also store a reverse mapping table, which maps the new representation to the old one.
As an example, consider a cross section of an edge in a 3D model, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . The edge has four incident elements ͕E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , E 4 ͖, thus having four corresponding associated edgeuses ͕e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 ͖, as shown in Fig. 8͑a͒͒ . Without loss of generality, consider that E 1 is anchoring the edge ͑Fig. 8͑b͒͒; therefore, the edge is represented by e 1 ͑the anchoring use͒. If the element E 1 is then deleted from the model, the data structure detects that it is anchoring the edge and selects another adjacent element to be the new anchor. Let us assume that element E 4 is chosen. An entry is then created in both the mapping table ͑e 1 → e 4 ͒ and the reverse mapping table ͑e 4 → e 1 ͒, as shown in Fig. 8͑c͒͒ . Now, consider that element E 2 is removed, and then element E 4 is removed. When the element E 2 is removed, no mapping relating to the edge is needed because the element is not its anchor ͑Fig. 8͑d͒͒. However, when element E 4 is removed, the data structure selects element E 3 as the new anchor and adds another entry in both tables, i.e., mapping ͑e 4 → e 3 ͒ and reverse mapping ͑e 3 → e 4 ͒ tables, as shown in Fig. 8͑e͒͒ . By using this configuration, the client is allowed to access the model through references to both e 1 and/or e 4 -the data structure maps both to the new representation e 3 . The representation e 4 is directly mapped to e 3 , but e 1 is first mapped to e 4 and subsequently mapped to e 3 . In order to avoid this sequential mapping, we have used path compression in a way similar to the strategy used to compress the path in a union-and-find data structure: once e 1 is mapped to e 3 , we update the mapping storing ͑e 1 → e 3 ͒ in the place of ͑e 1 → e 4 ͒. Thus, the mapping operation presents an amortized time complexity of constant order for practical situations ͓41͔. Finally, if the client removes element E 3 , no element incident to the edge will remain. If the edge is not locked, it is deleted from the data structure as well, removing all its entries in both tables. This removal operation is accomplished by traversing the reverse mapping table.
5.5 Remarks on Implicit Entity Management. By using the above strategy, the client application can refer to an implicit entity as long as it exists. In fact, as described so far, the data structure maintains the corresponding entries in the mapping tables during the entire lifetime of the entity, even if the client application is not holding a reference to the entity. As a consequence, if the mesh is continuously modified, the data structure can inflate. Consider, for instance, the hypothetical situation in which the client continuously removes and re-inserts an element incident to an edge ͑as illustrated in Fig. 8͑b͒͒ in a cyclic order. The edge would never be deleted, and the mapping would be continuously updated, thus becoming very large. Although such a modification pattern should apparently not appear in a real application, continuous modification of large meshes can give rise to the same problem. We then have added a function that allows the client to explicitly request the data structure to release all mappings. After calling such a function, no old reference can be used to access the data structure. This kind of compression is also useful for saving the data structure in disk.
In order to implicitly avoid inflating the mapping tables, we can implement a strategy to automatically collect the garbage: the mapping entries related to an entity are maintained if and only if Fig. 8 An example of how implicit entities are managed, based on an edge shared by four different elements of a 3D model: "a… 3D schematic view of a cutting plane " plane… crossing an edge shared by hexahedral elements; "b… the resulting crosssection of the edge and its 4 incident elements, with element E 1 being the anchor of the edge "E denotes the anchor sign…; "c… element E 1 is removed, thus adding new entries in the mapping and reverse mapping tables; "d… element E 2 is removed, and no mapping related to the edge is needed because it is not the anchor; "e… element E 4 is removed, adding new entries to the tables
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Transactions of the ASME the client application holds a reference to the corresponding entity; otherwise, there is no reason to keep the related mappings. The simplest garbage collection strategy consists of using a reference counter. Each time an entity is constructed, assigned, or copied, we increase its reference counter; each time the entity is destructed or overwritten, we decrement its counter. If the counter reaches zero, it means there is no remaining reference to the entity, and the entity mapping can be removed from the data structure. This strategy is easily implemented with Cϩϩ, using operator overload ͓42͔. However, the reference counter strategy has a major drawback: it is not capable of dealing with cyclic ͑recur-sive͒ references ͓43͔. In the context of its use in the data structure, the strategy would fail ͑i.e., would not remove all unreferenced entities͒ if the attribute attached to an entity A had a reference to entity B; and, conversely, the attribute of B had a reference to A. The client should be aware of that. Moreover, the reference counter strategy imposes a performance penalty on retrieving entities from the data structure. As the entities are not explicitly represented, the reference counter has to be implemented using a hash table. Then, whenever we need to update the counter, we have to access the hash. In Sec. 6, we show a few performance comparisons between using and not using reference counter.
Explicit Entity Management.
The proposed data structure stores explicit entities ͑nodes and elements͒ using arrays and these entities are represented by their position in such arrays ͑en-tity IDs͒. Whenever a node or an element is removed, its ID can be reused to store another entity. In the case of a node, if the client requires it to be removed, the corresponding ID can be immediately reused to store another node. In contrast, after the client requires an element to be removed, in general the corresponding ID is not immediately available to be reused. The data structure has to ensure the uniqueness of all implicit entities that are stored in the mapping tables. Therefore, an element ID will only be available for reuse when it is no longer referenced by any implicit entities that are still alive. In the example illustrated in Fig. 8 , for instance, just after removing element E 1 , its ID cannot be reused because one of its associated uses ͑e 1 ͒ is stored in the mapping tables ͑Fig. 8͑c͒͒. In fact, its ID will only be available for reuse after removing element E 3 ͑considering, of course, that the element E 1 is not anchoring any other entity͒.
Another important issue is related to the order in which the available IDs are reused. The simplest strategy would use a stack to store all available IDs, implementing a last in, first out strategy. A more appropriate approach would use a priority queue ͑a heap͒ that would return the smallest available ID. The use of a heap tends to pack the entities in the first positions of the array, thus improving performance, since only that portion of the array needs to be accessed for traversing the model. This same strategy is used to process birth and death of particles in large scale physical simulations ͓44͔.
Computational Experiments
We have set up a few computational experiments in order to test the correctness, effectiveness, and efficiency of the data structure for supporting dynamic remeshing. For reference, the tests were done using the gcc 3.2 compiler with a Linux kernel 2.4 operating system, running on an Intel Pentium 4 CPU 2.53 GHz machine.
Along with the elapsed time spent to perform the corresponding operations, we have annotated the minimal amount of memory needed to store the whole data structure, which includes the memory used to store the explicit entities ͑nodes and elements, including virtual and referenced elements͒, the mapping tables, the locking table, the reference counter table, and the attribute tables. In practice, the amount of used memory is larger than the minimal reported because the data structure stores all information in dynamic arrays, which usually are not totally full. For a comparison of the required storage space of the proposed data structure against other reduced mesh representations, see Ref. ͓8͔. 6.1 Construction From Scratch. The first computational experiment demonstrates that the element insertion operator uses the topological information stored in the data structure, thus having local effect. Therefore, the computational time needed to perform an element insertion is of constant order, despite the size of the model. In order to test such local behavior we used the operator to construct a finite element model from scratch, inserting each element at a time. We first insert all nodes in the data structure and then insert each element given its incidence. The element adjacency is inferred based on the bounding nodes of each element facet: for each new inserted facet, we search for an existing one with the same set of nodes among the facets adjacent to a given node. Thus, this particular operator presumes the absence of different facets sharing the same set of bounding nodes; although, as previously discussed, the data structure itself is capable of handling such configuration.
We have run this test on models with different numbers of elements, for both linear and quadratic meshes. The models represent a 3D regular grid decomposed into six linear or quadratic tetrahedral elements per voxel. Table 1 shows the average elapsed time spent for constructing the whole model from scratch ͑includ-ing the time spent to read the data from the disk͒, together with the amount of memory needed to store the model. As shown in Fig. 9 , the average elapsed time needed to perform all operations is linearly proportional to the number of elements inserted, for both linear and quadratic models. This result demonstrates that the insertion of elements is based on local topological procedures, thus its performance is independent from the size of the model. 6.2 Mesh Refinement and Optimization. The main motivation for developing the new dynamic reduced data structure is to provide support for adaptive analysis. As a simple example, we have tested the new data structure for supporting the implementation of mesh refinement on a 2D model using triangular elements. For this test, the mesh topology was generated using a 4-k mesh, which presents variable resolution capability that is crucial for adaptive computation ͓45͔. Figure 9 shows that, on a square domain, the mesh is composed uniquely by right isosceles triangles with valences ͑or degrees͒ varying from 4 to 8, thus the name 4-8 mesh. Figure 10 illustrates the refinement process using such mesh topology. First, it shows the coarse 4-element mesh covering the entire domain ͑Fig. 10͑a͒͒. The bottom edge is split once ͑Fig. 10͑b͒͒ and then split a second time ͑Fig. 10͑c͒͒. In order to preserve the mesh composed by uniquely right isosceles triangles, the right edge is also split, thus ensuring a smooth transition along the variable resolution of the mesh.
We have used such mesh topology to test the data structure for supporting dynamic mesh refinement. The example under consideration consists of a quarter-plate with a central hole ͑Fig. 11͒. The goal is to implement an automatic refinement process based on mesh classification. To accomplish that task, we set up an initial coarse mesh model. The boundary edges are classified against the geometry, allowing selective automated refinement of the mesh along the circular boundary. The refined configurations are achieved by iteratively splitting the boundary edges. The split edge operator is built on top of element removal and insertion operations: first, the two elements adjacent to the edge are removed, then the new node is inserted and, finally, the four new elements are inserted. The new inserted nodes are mapped to the boundary geometry based on the edge classification. The mesh is then submitted to an optimization procedure using a weighted Laplacian filter, displacing the internal nodes in order to improve the geometrical quality of the mesh, as described by Alliez et al. ͓40͔ . Figure 11 illustrates a few stages of the refinement process, demonstrating handling of classification attributes associated to implicit entities.
Model Destruction and
Reconstruction. Important selected features of the data structure include:
• An extension to handle transient nonmanifold configurations that are originated by dynamic remeshing • A novel locking mechanism that allows lifetime extension of implicit entities, whose attributes are preserved during mesh modification procedures • Two different strategies to determine how long the implicit entities are maintained in the mapping tables. In the first strategy, all old representations are maintained during the whole entity lifetime, regardless of whether the client keeps reference to them or not. In the second strategy, the data structure automatically collects unreferenced entities, which can be implemented by adding a reference counter to each accessed entity. Although the reference counter strategy minimizes the use of memory space required by the mapping tables, it adds a considerable performance penalty for retrieving the implicit entities because the counters have to be stored in hash tables.
In order to test the above features, we consider a set of experiments on two different finite element models, which represent realistic and practical engineering examples. The first is a model used for fracture mechanics investigations of surface cracks in advanced materials ͑e.g., functionally graded composition͒ under thermomechanical loading ͓46͔. It is represented by a quadratic hexahedral mesh with degenerated ͑collapsed͒ elements surrounding the crack front. In order to ensure topological consistency, the degenerated elements were implemented by a different type of element ͑the pentahedral element͒. The second represents a linear hexahedral mesh of the Titan IV solid rocket motor used for investigating the deformation experienced by the rocket propellant in the vicinity of the joints, using a geometric nonlinear dynamic analysis ͓47͔. The mesh models are illustrated in Fig. 12 .
For performance comparison between "using" and "not using" reference counter to manage entity lifetime, we measured the average time needed to enumerate all the entities in the models. As can be seen in Table 2 , without using the reference counter strategy, the time needed to traverse the implicit elements is similar to the time needed to traverse the elements. The reference counter strategy demands more processing time to traverse implicit entities, since the counters have to be updated each time an entity is retrieved from the data structure.
In order to compare the performance while editing the model, and also to demonstrate the data structure ability to handle complex nonmanifold configuration, we set up the following experiment: given each model, we remove half of its elements, one element at a time, in a random order. Figure 13 illustrates the configuration of the models after removing half of their elements. Then, we reconstruct the model, reinserting each element at a time, again in a random order, thus recovering the initial configuration. To test the locking mechanism, we attach an attribute to 
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Transactions of the ASME each boundary facet of the models ͑represented either by the yellow color, or light gray in the B&W version, in Figs. 12 and 13͒, and then run the experiment with two different scenarios. In the first scenario, the boundary facets are not locked. As a result, the attributes attached to the removed facets are lost and the reconstructed model results in several boundary facets without attributes ͑Fig. 14͒. In the second scenario, all boundary facets are locked before removing the elements. As a consequence, the data structure is able to reconstruct the model preserving all the original boundary facets, recovering the models of Fig. 12 with their original attributes. For comparison, the experiments are considered "using" and "not using" the reference counter strategy in both scenarios. Table 3 shows the average elapsed time for removing and reinserting the elements. As can be noted, the reference counter strategy brings benefits while removing the elements, because it maintains the mapping tables with minimum sizes, thus improving the hashing operations. During the reconstruction, the reference counter does not provide any advantage because there is no need to update the mapping tables while inserting elements. The locking mechanism introduces a negligible performance penalty, thus being quite appropriate for preserving implicit-entity attributes. Table 4 reports the memory needed for storing the whole Titan IV model when different features of the data structure are in use. The table shows the memory in three different configurations of the experiment: before removing the elements ͑the original model with its boundary attributes͒, after removing half of the elements, and after reinserting the elements. Without the use of the reference counter strategy, the mapping tables inflate and demand more memory space for element storage because all element IDs referenced in the mapping tables cannot be reused. With the reference counter strategy, the memory needed for supporting the operations does not increase and, at the end, the reconstructed model uses the same amount of memory as the original model. The memory needed to lock the boundary facets is quite small, again demonstrating the validity of the locking mechanism.
As a final remark, the experiments have demonstrated advantages and disadvantages of using the reference counter strategy. On one hand, the strategy introduces a significant performance penalty for traversing the implicit entities; on the other hand, it reduces the amount of memory for modifying the mesh, thus improving performance. To eliminate the disadvantages, while preserving the advantages, the client application can explicitly control the reference counters. Each time the application needs to keep a reference to an entity for future use, it should explicitly add the entity counter ͑e.g., by calling a function͒; whenever the reference is no longer in use, it should explicitly subtract the entity counter. In this fashion, no performance penalty is imposed for traversing the model and unreferenced entities is not maintained in the mapping tables.
Conclusion
We have introduced a new strategy for handling implicit entities in reduced mesh representations. From the client application point of view, implicit entities are handled in an efficient and transparent way. If the mesh undergoes modifications, the underlying data structure ensures that all data associated to implicit entities, which are not directly modified, are preserved. The proposed strategy is based on a few key concepts that have greatly simplified the implementation:
• Facet, edge, and vertex are nonoriented entities: there is no need to handle orientation changes, thus reducing the problem of ensuring model consistency. Facet-use, edge-use, and vertex-use, which represent the use of facet, edge, and vertex by an element, respectively, are oriented entities, but their lifetimes are strictly associated to the elements that use them.
• Implicit entities are defined by concrete types: by using concrete types, we can avoid the need for dynamic allocation while manipulating implicit entities, which are treated as ordinary values, similarly to any other built-in type of a programming language.
• Entities are identified by a 4-byte word: besides being a compact representation, the use of a 4-byte word allows efficient hashing evaluations. This improves performance, while treating both explicit and implicit entities in the same and uniform way.
To support dynamic remeshing, we have extended our original data structure ͓8͔ to handle transient nonmanifold configurations. As a consequence, despite the model configuration, topological operations are performed in time proportional to the number of local entities involved.
The consistency of the data structure is ensured by mapping tables that keep track of all changes in the representation of implicit entities when the model undergoes modifications. The mapping related to an indirectly modified implicit entity is kept during its lifetime, thus allowing the client to use old references to access the data structure. We have investigated the use of reference counters in order to decide whether an entity mapping needs to be maintained. Although the reference counter strategy imposes a considerable performance penalty while retrieving information from the data structure ͑e.g., for entity enumeration͒, its use is quite appropriate while editing the model, avoiding the data structure to inflate. An explicit control, by the client application, of the referenced entities seems to be a good alternative to avoid the performance penalty for accessing the data structure, while avoiding unreferenced entities to be maintained in the mapping tables.
We have also proposed an efficient locking mechanism that allows the client application to preserve the boundary of elements during mesh modification. As a result, attributes attached to implicit entities can be preserved even if all anchoring elements are removed from the model.
The robustness of the proposed data structure has been demonstrated by two practical engineering examples. The data structure is able to handle complex ͑nonmanifold͒ configurations, as demonstrated by the examples in which half of the elements are removed, and then reinserted, in random order. The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed locking mechanism have been illustrated by restoring the original model with all its attributes. To our knowledge, such framework provided by reduced mesh representation has not been presented in the literature.
Finally, in the implementation of the proposed data structure, we have addressed a set of important issues that can be adapted for the implementation of other reduced mesh representations. They are indicated below:
• Use of a 4-byte word to identify all entities, despite being explicitly or implicitly represented ͑similar to the MOAB system ͓7͔͒ • Use of hash tables to store all data related to implicit entities, and to store attributes attached to explicitly represented entities • Use of a heap in order to reuse available IDs, thus achieving a compact array-based representation ͑as mentioned in Ref. ͓44͔͒ • Use of concrete types to represent implicit entities, thus avoiding dynamic allocation and facilitating the management of entity uniqueness and lifetime • Use of reference counter to manage references to implicit entities Table 3 Average elapsed times "in seconds… for destructing and reconstructing the models, by removing and reinserting half of the elements in random order Table 4 Amount of memory "in Mbytes… needed to store the Titan IV model in different configurations when using different features of the data structure
